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The only Pokemon GO Guide on  that's kept up-to-date!Whether you're a complete beginner who

wants to learn how to play Pokemon GO, or you're a seasoned veteran looking to add a few new

skills to your arsenal, the Ultimate Pokemon GO Guide is for you!What's inside the guide? And what

is it that makes it just so ultimate? I'm glad you asked! I've taken everything that I've had to learn the

hard way about Pokemon GO, and turned it into the ULTIMATE Pokemon GO Guide. Nothing has

been left out.What you'll find inside "The Ultimate Pokemon GO Guide":A complete beginner's

guide; covering everything from installing the game and choosing your starter Pokemon, to learning

how to battle gyms and reaching level 20The secret trick to training a friendly gym (also called

prestiging) twice as fast as everybody elseHow Pokemon nests, biomes, and spawn points

workWhere to catch each of the region exclusive PokemonHow to get the evolution items needed to

evolve certain PokemonWhat IVs are, how to calculate them, and how much they actually matter

when it comes to gym battleHow to go from level 1 to level 30 in less than 2 months, without

spending a single dollar in gameHow to claim 100 Poke Coins from your local gyms every single

dayAnd a whole lot moreI crammed more than 9 months of research, analysis, and gameplay

experience into The Ultimate Pokemon GO Guide, and at over 150 pages long, it is by far the most

comprehensive Pokemon GO Guide out there.Become the very best like no one ever was by

downloading The Ultimate Pokemon GO Guide today!
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The PokÃ©mon GO: Ultimate PokÃ©mon GO Guide is a success and a home run. This guide is

very informative, useful and easy to use. I am a somewhat advanced PokÃ©mon GO trainer, so I

was somewhat skeptical as to the benefit and amount of useful information which I might find in

such a guide. However, after purchasing and reviewing the guide, I was pleasantly surprised as to

how much useful Information there was available for me. I would recommend this purchase to all

PokÃ©mon GO trainers, and especially to those just starting out in the game. Excellent production!!!

I got into PokÃ©mon Go from the very start, but let's face it, when it launched the game was very

much a work in progress. I lost interest after a short while, but as time went by and more cool

features were added, my love for the game was rekindled. However, when I jumped back in I was

met with so many new features that it was a bit overwhelming (new berries, evolution items, events,

different colored eggs, several dozen new PokÃ©mon, nets, etc), and every single gym was filled

with extremely high level monsters that seemed impossible to beat. I didn't even think I would ever

reach a level high enough to really enjoy the game without dishing a lot of money in order to catch

up.This guide makes it a much more rewarding experience since it helps me feel like I'm always

achieving something meaningful and that I'm doing it in a more efficient manner. I fell like my

progress is smart and quick, and I enjoy the game much more because of it. I also now actually

have a strategy for battleing and am no longer intimidated by gyms even if my PokÃ©mon aren't on

par with the CP of the monsters that inhabit gyms. I've actually scored a few victories thanks to this

guide. All in all, if you like this game this guide is easily worth the price since it will probably end up

saving you a lot of the money you would have invested in PokÃ©coins.Bottom line: Catching them

all is easier, faster, and cheaper with this guide.

This guide is super useful and I highly recommend it. It gives concrete data along with real

examples to make the data make sense to a typical player. There are many tips and tricks I never

thought of doing but make perfect sense after reading about it. The gym battling chapters are very

useful (though will probably have to be updated once Niantic changes the gym system) as well as

the tips for getting more XP out of your lucky eggs. I also enjoyed the formulas and data behind the

catch and flee rates: very good to know when you are trying to maximize your Pokeballs.I also like



all the external links and information that allow you to continue to research and learn about the

game. The author acknowledges there are great resources outside of this guide that allow for more

detailed analysis.One negative I've found at the time of writing this is that the guide can't be

searched for specific words within the Kindle Cloud Reader. I'm not sure if that's a submission

problem or a limitation within Kindle.The other great thing is that the author doesn't go into cheating

at all. Cheating doesn't belong in this or any game.

Here I am trying to catch them all in time for BBQ season and I can't find the recipes for spicy

Pikachu ANYWHERE. What a disappointment.Seriously, although a few punctuation and grammar

errors betray this work's amateur origins, the organization, detail and smooth acknowledgement of

contributors from Reddit and other sources made this a very good read overall. My biggest real

complaint is that it didn't cover all of what I wanted it to cover.The thing that makes Pokemon GO so

much fun is that while you can just goof off and play everything by ear and still turn out well enough,

the rest of us can optimize our gameplay for peak efficiency. Thorne-Jeffrey has given us the

numerical data we need to do just that. I already knew that using lower-CP attackers would help me

level up a friendly gym faster, but I thought that only applied to pairs of Pokemon that actually fought

each other. I'd get a 1600 Wigglytuff to fight a 1800 Gyrados and then field a 2500 Exeggutor

against a 2600 Vaporeon and wonder why it wasn't working. My other major disappointment was

that it was only available in Kindle format, which is very hard to print out and read offline and not

easily searchable. I'd been expecting a .pdf like the sample chapter and would gladly have paid

more for a different form.I would add that there IS a good reason to invest Pokecoins in bag

upgrades: If you do not live near good Pokestop refuel grounds and have to visit them to stock up.

I like it. This would be a great assist to any starting Pokemon Go player. I, level 29 ad of this

posting, even learned some new things. It is nice to have this all in one spot and the included links

are a bonus.

PokÃ©mon Go: The Ultimate Guide respects the fact that everyone enjoys PokÃ©mon Go in their

own way. There is information for everyone from those completely unaware of the PokÃ©mon

Universe prior to the release of PokÃ©mon Go to those who can (and do) quote entire episodes of

the cartoon show. The curtain is pulled back and the hows and whys of the game are revealed in as

much (or as little) detail as fits the reader's comfort level. Suggestions are offered, but never is a

"right way" to enjoy the game pushed; something I appreciate as I often play with a



multigenerational group of five, no two of whom play the game the same way. I found answers to

questions that I had spent a lot of time and energy running down, and those that I never expected to

have answered. (Which comes first, the PokÃ©mon or the egg?) Really a must have companion for

the game!
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